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We investigate the long memory properties of 224 european rivers spanning more than 50 years of daily flow data.
For this purpose, we identify two periods of interest; High Flow Seasons (HFS) as 3-month periods receiving the
maximum occurrences of peaks-over-threshold flows and Dry Months (DM) as 1-month periods with the minimum
average flow. We compute the lagged seasonal correlation for the peak flows in the HFS and the average flows in
the DM both against the average flows in the antecedent months. The HFS and DM correlations are compared
in terms of magnitude and variability and both are linked to geophysical river characteristics, e.g. basin size and
baseflow index along with various site-specific catchment controls (e.g. lakes, glaciers etc.). Through a Meta-
Gaussian data assimilation approach, we explore the benefit from conditioning the peak flow distribution in the
HFS upon observance of a higher-than-usual (e.g. 95th quantile) flow in the pre-HFS month. To this end, the
estimated correlation between the peak flows in HFS and average flows in the pre-HFS month is employed in fitting
a bivariate Meta-Gaussian probability distribution model. The benefit of the suggested approach is showcased by
updating the flood frequency distribution in real-world applications. Our findings suggest that river memory has a
prominent physical basis and a high technical relevance in the case of seasonal flood frequency prediction.


